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interplastica

A COMPREHENSIVE
OVERVIEW

M

achines and systems for production. Raw-materials providers. Service providers. Recycling specialists, too. Experts in the Russian plastics market who share their know-how
in presentations. Sales managers who report on the topic of
cost-efficiency in the production of plastic panels. Over 700
exhibitors from 27 countries. Twenty thousand industry expert
visitors, 53% of them decision-makers. It’s all there: everything
a trade fair needs to create a successful business platform for
the Russian plastics industry.

www.interplastica.ru
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‘At interplastica, we meet current and potential customers from all over Russia,
and also neighbouring countries, such as Ukraine and Belarus. … That means
we can not only improve existing business relations, but also find new project
partners.’
Lanxess Deutschland GmbH, Dr Rudolf Weber,
Head of Sales EEMA/Advanced Materials Semi Crystalline Products, Dormagen/Germany

SYSTEMS FOR THE FUTURE

T

he Russian plastics industry is showing continual growth – as is the demand for production systems, raw materials and expertise in efficient and environmentally friendly
manufacturing. In the coming years, the chemical industry will be investing billions in the
expansion of production facilities – and the plastics sector will be part of that.
The import of plastics in primary form rose from a volume of 3.77 billion US dollars in 2010
to 4.8 billion dollars in 2011. Russia’s industrial production of plastic is a consistent 5.4
million metric tons per year.

The plastics and caoutchouc rubber sector is back on a growth course, with far-reaching
consequences for the Russian markets. The high level of interest in modern technologies gives
providers a great opportunity to modernise production and expand output. interplastica is
the ideal information platform to get a picture of worldwide developments, make business
contacts and develop marketing strategies. The best investments for a successful future.
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GOOD PROSPECTS –
WITH PLASTIC

I

t’s a packaging artist and a construction material. It can be turned into synthetic turf or sticky tape. It’s
impossible to imagine technology, modern products or life in general without it: plastic.

The plastics industry in Russia is benefiting from the country’s economic development: increasing consumption is creating demand – in the packaging sector, for example. From construction to the consumer goods
industry – the need for plastics is increasing everywhere. And this makes the plastics industry itself a growth
engine for the country – with excellent future prospects.
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K:
THE BUSINESS PLATFORM FOR
PE, PA, PC AND CO

I

t’s impossible to say whether the first plastic still remembers the amazed looks on the faces of trade
fair visitors. It was introduced to international industry experts at K in Düsseldorf – the main meeting point for the global plastics industry.

The idea for the first trade fair focused purely on plastics and plastic technology came about as early as
1952 – in Düsseldorf – when the sector was still emerging. From that idea, Messe Düsseldorf developed
a globally leading trade fair for the entire sector. The K trade fair has become the most important platform for innovations and international business thanks to intensive contact within the markets and with
companies and inter-trade organisations. The K brand represents quality made by Messe Düsseldorf: because here providers meet exclusively with trade professionals, experts and interested parties from the
industry. And everyone benefits – gaining information and contacts that are worth their weight in gold
for business.
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WELCOME: ARGENTINA ARMENIA AUS TRALIA AUSTRIA AZERBAIJAN BELARUS BELGIUM BOLIVIA BULGARIA CANADA CH INA CROATIA CYPRUS CZECH REPUBLIC DENMARK ESTONIA FINLAND FRANCE GER MANY GREECE HUNGARY INDIA IRAQ ISRAEL
ITALY JAPAN KAZAKHSTAN KOREA (R EPUBLIC) KOREA (DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE‘S REPUBLIC) KYRGYZSTAN LATVIA LIECH TENSTEIN LITHUANIA LUXEMBOURG MALTA
MOLDOVA MONACO MONGOLIA NETHE RLANDS PAKISTAN POLAND PORTUGAL RUMANIA RUSSIA SERBIA SINGAPORE SLOV AKIA SLOVENIA SOUTH KOREA SPAIN SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND TAIWAN TAJIKISTAN TU RKEY TURKMENISTAN UKRAINE UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES UNITED KINGDOM USA USB EKISTAN
Visiting countries
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Exhibiting and visiting countries at interplastica
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The K family
› Arabplast Dubai
› Chinaplas Guangzhou/PR China
› Indoplas Jakarta/Indonesia
› Interplastica Moscow/Russia
› Plastics & Rubber Vietnam Ho Chi Minh City/Vietnam
› Plastindia New Delhi/India
› Tiprex Bangkok/Thailand

THE K FAMILY

M

esse Düsseldorf’s answer to globalisation: take the topics of our
globally leading trade fairs to the world’s economic growth regions! A product family strategy that has proved sensible and successful. In addition to interplastica, K today has six further related trade
fairs in Europe and Asia. They build bridges in the regional markets,
bringing providers and customers together and ensuring exchange of
expertise in all nations that want their economy to benefit from knowledge and experience. High-quality trade fairs in the Messe Düsseldorf
Group’s network, implemented at a regional level.

www.k-tradefair.ru
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INTERPLASTICA IS …
to be recommended – at least that’s what 89% of the exhibitors we surveyed in 2013 said.
That is the greatest accolade that Messe Düsseldorf Moscow could receive to confirm that
its commitment is worthwhile. We do not just provide the basis for business in Russia’s
business capital – we also ensure that both exhibitors and visitors are optimally cared for.
With service that meets the standards we set in Düsseldorf, and our clear focus on B2B
contact to keep specialists together.
How have we designed a trade fair that is of central importance for the Russian plastics
industry? By demonstrating our own strengths and capabilities, establishing international
contacts, recognising tomorrow’s trends and creating a growth market for which trade fair
participants have high expectations. Expectations that the Messe Düsseldorf Group fulfils:
80% of interplastica exhibitors were able to establish new business contacts in 2013. And
they can look forward to seeing each other again – because 92% of trade visitors will visit
again in future. See you in Moscow!

CONTACT
Messe Düsseldorf Moscow OOO
Mr Kirill Piskarev
Tel.: +7 (495) 955-9199 ext. 626
Fax: +7 (499) 246-9277
Email: PiskarevK@messe-duesseldorf.ru
www.messe-duesseldorf.ru
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Messe Düsseldorf Moscow 000
Ul. Timura Frunze, 3 bld. 1 _ 119021 Moscow _ Russia
Tel.: +7 (495) 955-9199 _ Fax: +7 (499) 246-9277
Email: info@messe-duesseldorf.ru

www.messe-duesseldorf.ru

